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Cokie is it • • ABC correspolldent to speak at commencement 
Cokie Roberts will speak at the May 17 graduation. 
(~,Jmn1entar~y 
BY JEFF DA VIS 
THE XAVIER NEWSWIRE 
ABC News Correspondent 
Cokie Roberts will give this 
years commencement address at 
Xavier's 159th graduation. 
Roberts is known for her 
work on "This Week with David 
Brinkley" and her substitutions 
as host for Ted Koppel on 
ABC's "Nightline." In addition, 
Roberts writes a syndicated 
column that appears in newspa-
pers across the country and 
serves as a news analyst for 
. National Public-Radio .. 
The Emmy Award winner 
. told The Xavier Newswire she 
will speak about public service 
to the more than 1500 graduates. 
"It will be about the 
running for office kind of public 
service," Roberts said. "I think 
it's very important and not· 
. enough people pay attention to 
it." 
Roberts was contacted by 
Xavier over two years ago and 
was asked to speak at the 1996 
commencement, according to 
Valerie Withiam, associate vice-
president of Xavier marketing and 
public relations. 
receiving the Doctorate of Human-
ity." 
Pulitzer Prize winning 
Cincinnati Enquirer Cartoonist Jim 
Borgman will share the stage with 
Roberts when he receives the 
Doctorate of Humane Letters. 
"It was a request that was 
made, I think at least two years 
ago. They (Xavier) asked for last 
year but she wasn't available, so 
she accepted for this year. So 
we've known about it for a long 
time," Withiam said. 
Roberts said she assumes 
Xavier chose her to speak at 
commencement because she is "a 
well known Catholic." 
In addition, Withiam said, 
"There is a certain criteria for the 
honorary degree candidate that is 
reviewed and people who they 
(Xavier) believe are deserving of 
it ·and·embddy the criteria are 
short listed and selected." 
Roberts said she was 
invited by a good.friend and 
Xavier graduate, Bill Gagen. 
"I've also had a long relationship 
with the Jesuits. My uncle was a 
Jesuit. My brother, nephews and 
son went to Jesuit schools." 
During the commencement, 
Roberts will receive the honorary 
degree of Doctorate of Humanity. 
"I believe in humanity ... 
humanity is a good thing," 
Roberts said. "I am thrilled to be 
· Roberts said she doesn't plan 
to stay at Xavier that long during 
her visit. "I work on Sundays," 
Roberts said, referring to the "This 
Week" program. 
Roberts follows 1996 
commencement speaker John G. 
Smale, former chairman of the 
board of the Procter & Gamble 
company, and becomes the first 
nationally known speaker to speak 
at Xavier's commencement since 
Pulitzer Prize winner and syndi-
cated columnist, Garry L. Wills in 
1993. 
The mother of two, having 
been through the graduation · 
experience with her two grown 
.. children, said, "I really do consider 
it an honor to be invited to 
someone's graduation ... They are 
really special events. My hardest 
problem at a graduation is not 
crying. 
(see Roberts page 12) 
Award system doesn't add up 
BY PETE HoLTERMANN 
THE XAVIER NEWSWIRE 
As the close of another school 
. year draws near, people tend to step 
back from the madness and reflect 
upon the effort that made the year 
what it was. It is a time to celebrate 
the accomplishments of a year 
nearly completed, and inspire 
greatness for the next year. And it 
is a time to say good-bye to many 
people. For every club, team, 
organization and staff, there will be 
some change. People will graduate, 
or focus on other things, and the 
group that did so much this year 
will be but a memory by the time 
next school year rolls around. 
Many groups choose to gather 
one final time before everyone 
goes their separate ways. Some 
groups have the financial ability 
to have a banquet at a posh local 
establishment that charges 
upwards of $20 a head. Other 
. groups will buy gifts for those 
who work with them. Even the 
Newswire will have an end of the 
year bash. It will probably 
consist of a keg at my house, and 
I'll be charging five bucks at the 
door to help cover the cost so I 
don't go into debt. 
These affairs are wonder-
ful. So many of us get so 
wrapped up with activities that 
we spend endless hours with the 
people we work with in clubs or 
on projects. (There are.people 
from this paper that I see more 
hours per week than I see my 
girlfriend.) These gatherings are a 
great way to thank all those people. 
for putting up with you through it 
all, especially those people whose 
shoes we'll be scrambling to fill in 
August. 
Emotion is high this time of 
year. The graduating class is 
anxious to get a jump on the 
future, but not necessarily at the 
price of letting go of the four (or 
more) years worth of memories 
and friendships. For them, these 
end of the year celebrations are 
their last hurrah. And it is well-
deserved. 
Saturday will be the biggest 
celebration of the year. It will be 
All-Honors Day here at Xavier. Mike Sak leads the first place Musketeer baseball team with 
(see Neither page 5) nine home runs. (Story on page 6) 
------~--~---
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Planner· contest 
A cover contest for the Xavier Days Day Planner is 
being held. Art workcan be submitted on art board (with 
an overlay, if more than one color) or computer generated 
on an BPS disc. Submit entries to Brenda Fisher in office 
lOlD of the Student Service Officein the University 
Center by April 19. The winner will receive a gift 
certificate to Melting Pot in Hyde Park as well as credit in 
the planner. For moreinformation, call 745-3004. 
Lecture series. 
Rev. Michael F. Steltenkamp, S.J. from Wheeling 
Jesuit University, will speak at the next Ecumenical 
Chair Lecture Series on Wednesday at 7:30 p.m. in 
Kelley Auditorium in Alter Hall. Steltenkamp will 
speak on "Black Elk, American Indian Holy Man: Role 
Model for the Millennium." The event is free and open 
to the public. For more information, call 745-2009. 
Archbishop speab 
Most Reverend Archbishop Daniel E. Pilarczyk will 
speak at the.Eta Sigma Phi 1997 Induction Ceremony on 
Friday at 5 p.m. in Kelly Auditorium. His speech is 
entitled "Tr:ials and Translations." 
-compiled by Virginia Sutcliffe 
S~curity Notes 
. Thursday,April 10, 3:20 p.m. 
A· secretarY in Alter Hall reported two. wall clocks arid a pencil 
sharpener missing from third floor classrooms. 
Friday, April 11, 10:45 p.m. 
Marijuana and drug paraphernalia were confiscated from a 
room in Brockman Hall. · · 
Monday, April 14, 1:45 a.m. 
A studentonthe third floor of Brockman reported receiving 
harassing phone calls. 
. Sunday, April 10, 1:50 a.in. 
A student .was brought up on internal charges for making a 
false police.report regarding the theft of ten dollars. 
'·~··· 
Security Note of the Week 
Friday, April 11, 8:15 p.m. 
A resident in Kuhlman reported that the front and rear 
license plates were stolen from her veh.icle while parked . 
in the North Lot. 
-compiled by K:tra Benken 
.. Colonel.breaks the silence 
BY KARA BENKEN 
THE XAVIER NEWSWIRE 
Yesterday, Colonel 
Margarethe Cammermeyer, who is 
the highest-r~nldng officer to . ·· 
· challenge the (J'S military's anti-gay 
policy, spoke to a group of students 
and faculty in the University Center 
Theatre.. · 
Cammermeyer challenged the 
Xavier community to act against 
those who allow other people to be 
mandated as second-class citizens. 
''It is irriporta:nt for this 
message to be spread because it. 
takes gays and lesbians to try to 
dispel stereotypes others have 
created about our lives," said 
Cammermeyer. 
.. After 26 years of dedicated 
serviee to the Army, Cammermeyer 
was formally discharged based ori 
her answer to a routine question 
regarding homosexuality by saying, 
"I am a lesbian." 
"Of course, the interviewer 
became very interested," said 
Cammermeyer. · 
Cammermeyer then decided 
to challenge the qiilitary' s official 
policy on homosexuality and"take 
her case to the American people." 
Beginning her presentation 
with a history ofprejudice in 
. America, the surprisingly soft-
. spoken Colonelspoke ofracial and 
. gender discrimination, saying, 
"Prejudice should not and would 
not be tolerated, especially in a 
· structure like the military." 
Born in Oslo·, Norway in 
1942, Cammermeyer moved to 
Washington D.C. in 1951. · 
. ·Despite viewing nursing as a 
rather "wimpish" profession due 
to dutiessuch a5 changing 
bedpans and standing whenever a 
·man enteredtheroom, 
· Cammermeyer entered the field 
through the army. 
itw:asthere she met her 
eniotioriallove wasjustas important 
as physical love, and that emotional 
. closeness was something her marriage 
. had lacked. · 
"!know mpre aboui being a 
heterosexual than about being a . · 
homosexual, and if! hadn't been 
future h'tisband, who would also · ·ignorant .about it, I would not have had 
serve in Vietnam while the' privilege ofraising four sons, 
Cammermeyer wo.rked as head whiclpife my greatest joy," said: 
nurse for fourteen months and Camniermeyer. 
earned a Bron~e Star. Since "coming out" with her 
Due to a military regulation family and her military career, 
forbidding women with depen-. Carilinermeyer has been assaulted with 
dents to serve in the military, · .··•. hate maiLand hostility, claiming she 
Carriiilermeyerleft the military < w.as adisgrace to .the American family, 
when she.decided to have kids. · · "Yo'u like to think you're above 
She rejoined the army reproach, but all of it was very hurtful. 
reserves irit\le mid 70'.s when . Everything I had done to be a good 
military officials realized American was negated by American 
motherhood was not debilitating thoughtlessness and by people who 
don'tknow,"said Cammermeyer. 
She then continued to dispel. 
some common IDYths regarding 
horriosexuality, including those about 
against women and homosexuals. . homosexuality being a mental disease. 
in anyway. 
In today's world of 
prejudice, Cammermeyer is m:ost 
concerned with discrimination 
"There is a: very frightening Caminermeyer .has been rein-
lack of respect for differences. stated to the military· as an inactive 
"These are our officers of · · member of the National Guard. The 
tomorrow, yet they are not military is in the process of'trying to 
. exposed to.the diversity of today. have the case thrown out of court. 
I urge everyone to.be cautious," Sponsored by the Contemporary 
said Cammermeyer. . . . . ·Issues Committee, Colonel . 
Showing her audience a . Cammermeyer b~li~ves in.the impor- . 
quote by evangelis(f'at Robertson . lance of targeting college; students. 
. stating that "the feminist agenda "Private schools run the risk of 
encourages women to leave their limiting the.opportunity for exposure 
husbands, kill their children and to other backgrounds, .but that opportu-
become lesbians," Camniermeyer ~ity is needed to challenge your 
also spoke of the effects 6f the ... , .. , . , intellectual curiosity and thinking. . 
conservative right.· · · · The very things that limit also open up 
In 1980, Cammermeyer possibilities," said Cammermeyer. 
divorced her husband, citing· a .. "If more people have the 
need to be on her own. After courage to come out, we are better able 
meeting "Diane" in 1986, to diffuse stere9t,Ypes." · 
. Cammermeyer realized that 
Students sweep it.up 
BY AMY ZYWICKI 
THE XAVIER NEWSWIRE 
This past Saturday, despite 
poor weather conditions, about 90 
students took part in National 
Hunger Clean-Up/Community 
Action Day. The students met at 
.10 a.m. to register and receive 
their assignments. 
The sites for the clean-up 
projects were focused_ in a number 
of communities surrounding 
Xavier, including Evanston; 
Norwood and North Avondale. 
For instance, one group 
went to Hoffman Elementary 
School in Avondale where they 
helped out in the.school's library, 
another wentto Pea8lee · 
Neighborhood Center in Over-the~ 
Rhine where they painted and did 
landscaping, and another group 
went to BurtonAvenue in North 
Avondale where they helpedtear · 
down a condemned garage. 
Sophomore Karyn Isaacson 
was one of nine students who 
went to Hoffman Elementary 
School to help out. 
"It was really a lot of fun. 
We worked side by side with 
teachers, basically just being there 
to help them any way we could," 
said Isaacson. · 
· For the pasttwo years, . 
Xavier and the Student 
GovernmeritAssocfation have 
helped to sponsor National 
Hunger Clean Up/Community 
Action Day. 
.. The day is intended fo build 
relationships within the communi-
ties surrounding Xavier. · 
Students are encouraged to 
do hands-on work in order to 
improve the conditions for the 
hungry and homeless. . 
All of the money raised goes· 
to help support the local, national 
arid international fight to combat 
hunger and homelessness. · 
Sean O'Brien is a member of 
the Community Service 
·Opportunities Board, an 
organization intended to promote 
community service on campus.· 
"It is really a good cause. 
We worktogether with the 
community as well as raise money 
for the hungry and homefoss," said 
O'Brien. 
The Community Service 
Opportunities Board is also in 
charge of planning the day. 
"By promoting this day, we 
help to do something positive for 
the commuriity,''. said O'Brien. 
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Festival of nations 
BY LEAH MONTGOME~Y 
THE XAVIER NEWSWIRE .. 
This week the Office of 
International Student Services is 
holding their annual International · 
Festival. 
Every spring the IJJ,t~rna.: 
tional students at Xavier showcase 
their cultures to others through 
movies, discussions, information 
booths, food and games, . 
All of the eventsthis week 
lead up to the main event on 
Friday,'which is the International 
Fair. 
The fair. will be held on the· 
Academic Mall from 4-7 p.m. 
The rain location will be in the 
Down under; 
photo by Deena Delfosse This fair will feature 
displays of different countries, 
games, samples of international 
foods and music. 
"ldon'tthink many students 
realize the diversify atXavier. 
International students gather to discuss current global issues during 
International Week. 
We have over 150 students on 
campus representing over 40 
countries. This event will raise 
awareness of the variety of 
different cultures that exist," said 
Kathy Hemlnett, director of 
International Student Services. 
Today there will be Coffee 
Hour in the Registrar's Office 
focusing on Indonesia from 3:30-
4:30 p.m. 
This entire week there will 
be T-shirts available for $10. 
"I believe that students 
should take advantage of every-
thing that is offered on campus. 
How often do you have the chance 
to travel the world without leaving 
campus?" said Hemmett. · 
"The goal behind having the 
International Week is to have 
interaction among the American 
students and the international 
students. Sometimes people have 
the notion that the foreign students 
don't care to interact or to learn 
about cultures· other than their·· 
own, but this is not the case," said 
Hemmie Kafle of Nepal. · 
Four years ago Hemmie 
started the international soccer 
team arid this ha5 brought niany 
people from all. over the world . . 
together to play a common sport. 
·''The main reason I am so 
actively involved is because I 
want others to feel comfortable · 
here. 
"The international students 
.may appear different from the 
outside, but once you take the time 
to listen and understand you will 
discover that we share the same 
fears, hopes and goals as anyone 
else. 
· "Hopefully through this 
week new things can be learned 
and new ties can be formed among 
all of us," said Kafle. 
Peddling for good cause 
New Haven, Corin- · 
College students building homes 
for the poor will put .down their 
hammers and hop on their bikes 
this summer for a.coast-to-coast 
ride to raise funds for Habitat for 
Humanity. 
The 4,000 mile, eight week 
ride from Washingtori,D.C., to 
San Francisco has become an 
annual effort to ensure that the 
students willhave money for· · 
building materials that they can 
turn into homes during the school 
year. 
"This tripisn'tjusi a fun 
summer vacation for a bunch of 
college students," said Chris 
Noyes, a Wesleyan University · 
senior. 
"The publicity we generate, · 
raises awareness about Habitat' 
and it gets people excited about 
' the organization." . 
Most importimtly, "the 
money we raise allows us to build 
our own Habitat home," said 
Noyes. 
"We are giving up our 
summer vacations because we 
believe in Habitat for Humanity." 
Members of the 1997 
Habitat team include students 
from Wesleyan, Harvard and Yaie 
universities as well as the Univer-
sity _of Ohio. 
Each of the 30 riders for the •· 
1997 Habitat Bicycle Chilllenge 
will raise about $2,500 from 
corporate sponsors, for a total of 
$75,000. 
. Local churches and commu-
nity centers along the route will 
provide food and lodging, so all 
· the money raised by the bikers · 
will go directly toward property 
and construction costs. · · · 
As with all projects for 
· Habitat for Humanity, volunteers· 
; provide labor and material to build 
homes that are then sold to 
working, low-income families at 
cost. 
Last summer's cross-
country ride raised $40,000 of the 
$60,000 needed to complete the 
·first student-sponsored Habitat· 
home, Collegiate Build I, in New 
Haven. 
The average daily ride · 
. during the trip, which starts May 
31; will cover nearly 70 miles and 
the students will spend only six 
days off the.bikes. 
On three of those days, the 
students wiU work at Habitat for 
Humanity construction .sites. 
. "I am reallylooking forward 
to working with other Habitat 
volunteers across the country," 
said Shirley Liu, a Yale senior. 
"It's one of the things I like 
best about Habitat." 
. The bikers will also stop in 
several communities to lead bike 
clinics and give informational 
presentations on housing projects. 
The first·Habitat holl1e built 
entirely by students was dedicated 
in 1996. 
The house was called 
·"Collegiate Build" because 
students wereresponsible for all 
aspects of the project, inducting 
construction.volunteer organiza-
tion, family selection and fund 
·raising. 
"One of the special aspects 
of the Collegiate Build is the 
partnershipthat formed between 
area colleges,"said Julie Edwards, 
a Yale senior and campus coordi-
nator for the Collegiate Build. 
. -College Press Services 
Scholarships 
Available 
Dearborn County IJ:ospital Foundation 
The Dearborn County Hospital Foundation offers 
scholarships, grants and loans to studentswho are pursuing 
health care majors and who are residents of, orwhohave 
graduated from a high school in Dearborn, Ohio, Switzerland, 
Ripley or Frankiin counties· in Indiana. Awards are based on 
scholastic performance, :extracurricular activities and indi-
.vidual .and/or family financial needs. Applications are · 
available in the Financial Aid Office. The deadline for this 
scholarship is April 21. 
Upperclass Scholarships 
Students who have completed 24 credit hours at Xavier 
and who have at least a3.0 GPA are eligible for a $1,000 
upperclass scholarship as long as they don't have any other . 
university sponsored scholarships. Applications are available 
in the Financial Aid Office. The deadline for. this scholarship 
is April 25. . 
Polonia Foundation of Ohio,. Inc. 
This scholarship is available to any student of Polish 
ancestry who is a resident in Ohio. The scholarship ranges · 
from $500~$1,500. Applications are available inthe Financial 
Aid Office. The deadline for this scholarship is June 16. 
Middletown Fine Arts Center 
.· Students who are enrolled in art-related degree programs 
and who h.ave completed one year of college with a GPA of at 
least 2.5 may apply for this scholarship. Applicants must also 
be residents of Middletown, Monroe, Trenton Frankiin 
· Carlisle, Sprlngboro or Germantown. Applic~tions are ' 
available in the Financial Aid Office. The deadline for this . 
scholarship is June 12. 
-Information courtesy of the Office of Financial Aid 
Free break 
photo courtesy of AuxilaryServices 
Throughout the school year Canteen Corporation runs a 
special promotion. When someone buys aprodu~twitha 
yellow sticker on it, their name goes in a drawing every month 
to win a $100 giftcertificate to the Book Store. Shown here is 
the grand.prizewinner, William D .. Kellermeyer, who won a 
trip for two to Florida for spring break. 
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BY TRUDELLE. THOMAS . 
:GUEST COLUMNIST 
In March my husband and 
· I traveled to Managua, the ··· 
; . capital of Nicaragua, to visit a 
group of students from Xavier 
Ut:1iversity.· Tile~ are studying 
. there for the semester, living 
with Nicaraguan families in the · 
city. · · · · 
· ·The 737 jet begins to· 
descend into Managua and I am 
shocked to. realize the city of 
800,00 is a huge sprawl of 
barrios (neighborhoods), · 
stretching out in every direction. 
There are no.skyscrapers, no 
discernible city center. The 
housetops are made of <;orru-
gated metal - something you 
might see on a barn of a chicken 
coop in the U.S. And many of 
the streets are unpaved - the 
streets are just alleys of red dust. 
All the buildings are low-lying 
and look disheveled, ugly, 
tacked togetherJorm mis-
matched boards and metal 
sheeting and cement blocks. 
Tonight we'll be staying 
with a Nicaraguanfamily; in one 
of those barrios. •.What have I 
gotten myself into? I'm worried 
about malaria and head-lice and 
pickpockets. Will there be 
plumbing? 
Yet as nervous as I am, 
I'm thrilled by the strangeness of 
what lies below. It reminds me 
of the opening scene of 
M.A.S.H. reruns .• 
The trip turns out to be a 
time of i~t~nse feeling and . 
pleasure. It feels bracing. It · 
· feels graced. · · 
Managua has an intense, 
"in-y()ur~face quality" that 
remllids ine of some inner city 
·neighborhoods in the U.S. It's 
· ioud,. for one thing. Even in-the 
cicy, 1"0~~-t~rs start crowing ... · . 
around 5C1~in; and soon dogs ~e 
barking and.str~et vendors going , 
by, hawking fniitWithJ()lid. · · 
speakers: Neighbors all se,ernto 
be up and on the streetby6:30 . 
a,m, The sky is bright blue by 
that time C1nd the sun is shining 
on the_ palintrees and fruit trees .: 
down the block. As the' day goes 
on, people play loud music, and 
if anyone in the neighborhood is 
laughing or arguing or·yellirig at 
their kids you can hear it. 
Privacy doesn't seem to exist. . 
Few people have cars, so to 
travel any distance we take a bus 
or a cheap taxi, which never 
costs more than a dollar. Buses 
are dented and scraped and 
jammed with people. Often old 
yellow. school buses from the . 
U.S. are used for mass transit. 
Many people ride in the backs of . 
pick-up trucks. When a car stops 
at an intersection, people'lean 
through thewindows; selling. 
gum, sunglasses or pastries. 
Eyerywhere I see children. 
llearn that half the population of 
Maiiaguais underJ6. Children. 
·seem to be welcome.everywhere. · 
Schoolyards and even the school 
buildings are open air and easily . 
visible from the street. The 
school children all wear uniforms' 
with crisp white shirts. I've 
young faces. 
Atfirst,rmdazed by a.H 
·the. commotion. An_d yeti love. . 
all the vitality, all the energy and 
interaction. Ther:e's :notmuch to · 
irisulate the people from each 
other; or. from life. hyondered _if 
our hosts. ccmld .even .itnagine the 
wide quiet ~awns o.fsuburban 
America .. -;7 the answering 
machines and garage-~oor 
openers and security systems. · 
My husband Bill and I stay 
with a middle-aged.couple, 
Miguel and Francesca Ortega. 
They are stocky and brown~ . 
skinned, with many smile-lines. 
In our snapsbots, they are both a 
full head shorter tan we are. 
Miguel drives a taxi and 
Francesca runs the household 
and sells tamales. Shyly at first 
and then more eagerly, we get to 
know each other around the 
table. They don'tspeCikEnglisti 
and our Spanish is a the level of 
"D6nde el bafio?" (''.where's the 
bathroom?") and "We va-
moose!" Yet with the help of a 
sketchpad and a Spanish-English 
dictionCifY, we manage to 
communicate. Asthe. days pass, 
we all hold hand~ ar()und the . 
dinner table and taketums •. 
saying grace .. Franc;esca fixes us 
tasty morsels ;-.more than we 
· can eat. Fresh pi1'.\eapple and 
mangos and papaya.every .. · 
morillng,•Fordinner she makes 
delicious beans and rice and 
tamales and spicy-fnedb_ananas .. · 
We wash dishes together. I rock 
her newborn granddaughter. We 
all laugh a lot. The language 
barrier isn't so big after all. 
. ' . . . ' . ' .· . 
·Pauly shoµl<! 't~ke l1is vulgar 
perforpia~ce·.•··-·'ciff-Shore' 
Xavier ready for a· 'Cokie,'' · 
·kind of commencement address 
: , The welcoming of Pauly Shore to positives that were seen in the research 
Xavier's campus might just be a misno- process \Vere absent when the real thing 
mer~ Wfill~ ilis true that the excitement··. arrived. From the minute he walked ,off the 
builtup fo~Sh()re's performance was .. ·plane; with his rudeness towards his Xavier -
. enooulaging. hisact was.nowhere near ··hosts/to ltisvulgar, obscene and allegedly 
:ins~gLIDfact; itwas outright . . ·. drunken~act; Shorewas not an entertainer, 
disgriieefuf' · _ .• ·. ·· ·. ·.· ·.· · . he yvas avagabOnd i~.search of cheap · 
. . , There i_s llo fault to be found on . faughs and a night's· ~.taY. . · · · · · 
Xaviel"s end of this deal. Students and ··. <> '- .~.C>irie may plac~ SAC at fault for 
studellt .ACtiVitiCS. Council meni6eri. < · . •. .Jetting him perform in the state he was in, 
w~·~ffelided alike and even deiti~n- . . ; ~.ut that is' not their call. . They're not 
strated their diSpJeasure aS a dorell .or. so . ' colllniissjoned to baby~sit the habits of a 
stwients ten.a mere 15 'minutes into~~:: :' ~igrownylllan or determine the condition.in 
. show~ Whether it was Shore's arroganc'e vvhlch.he should perform. That is the 
· as an entertainer, the results of a bad · Shore camp's responsibility and Shore's 
··day. the effects of outside substances or personal responsibility as a "professional," 
.·pure unprofessionalism, Shore not only in· the vaguest sense of the. word; 
: embaiTassed him8elf, but those who Pauly has moved on, but the after-
were entrusted with bringing him to math of his visit still• lingers around 
. Xavier.· · · · campus .. It is now up to us, as members of 
His references proved him to be.a the Xavier community, to supportSAC, 
worthy recipienfof Xavier's money; his . even when things don't go as plann~d. so 
• videotapes showed him to be' rather that incidents like this can be avoided in the 
funny in his own crazed sense, but all the · future. . . -Steve Smith 
This space is often-used as a . 
· .. soapbox to portray how the university 
fleeces its students .. 
However, when the powers that be 
do something good for both the students 
and the university,.they deserve .a pat on 
·the back. · 
. . .. 
Such is the case this week when we 
learned that ABC News correspondent· .. 
Cokie Roberts is going to be the com-
mencement speaker at this year's 
graduation. 
In the past, Xavier has given the 
podium to (with all due respect) no-
namers ... 
For example, in the past two years, 
. Xavier brought t_o students the president 
of a small college in Ohio and a retired 
P&G president, respected individuals in 
their field, but hardly crowd-pleasers to a 
group of 20-something-year old men and 
women. 
Now, with a nationally known 
.. . . . . 
figure speaking, :Xa~ier students willhave 
something to look forward to, other than 
. just getting their diplo11u1 all(coµnting . : 
down theminutes until thecerem.pny is 
over. Face it, most of the pa8tgradoation . 
speakers have been identical,to,those of.a· 
community college. .· .. ·. . · • . .· . 
Roberts cov.er~•politics for)IBC · 
New.s. is a panelist forf'Tbisw'eekwith · 
David Brinkley" and often serves a. 
substitute anchor for TedKoppel's . 
uNightline." Her credentials continue on. 
However, they ai:e too long.t61i~t.here. •· . 
We tip the hat to Xavier for stepping· 
up and. getting a quality sp~!lk¢r ~hoiA . 
students will remember ancUook forward 
to hearing ... ~nd maybe ~ven le~ · 
. something - nine days after getting out of 
school.· · 
. •;. 
-Jeff Davis 
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''Who 'would you. choose as ·your 
. . . . . . ' ' ~ 
ideal commencement speakeF?'' 
"Barney Kroger. Because he's a self-
made millionaire ... too bad he's 
dead." 
"Maya Angelou. Because her poems 
. inspire me." · · 
"AuthorToni Morrison; I love; her ... 
she's very spiritual and enlightening." 
"Martin Lawrence. We need to lighten 
up the atmosphere of commencement." 
tLf'-:--. 
NeaJ , Schmidt 
sophomore. 
Cincinnati·. 
... ,1;,,,,;, J 
Nat Durant 
freshman 
Florence, SC 
Ann Burton 
freshman 
.. Cincinnati 
James Posey 
sophomore 
. Cleveland 
. . . . . . 
Neither 'Gold' nor 'Silver' Key Unlock door 
continued from page 1 
According to the day's 
program, the festivities are for 
"celebrating the academic, 
athletic and leadership achieve~ 
ments of Xavier's finest stu-
dents." 
"Xavier's finest" include 
the 150 students that will be 
honored for their academic 
achievements. Forty-eight 
people will be recognized forthe 
leadership they provide. 
Scholar-athletes will make up 
the final group of honorees, and. 
they number close to i'30. There 
will also be a number of people 
receiving special awards for · 
various things at the cereinonies. 
· I believe all of the people 
being acknowledged are 
deserving: I want to take · 
nothing away from any of the 
award winners. They all deserve, 
it 
But I do have to question' 
how one of the awards is given 
out. There are student leader-
ship awards calledtheX-Key 
Achievement Award., According 
to the awards· information packet·. 
that was used to nominate . 
people for all of these awards, 
the X-Keys "are based on · 
·"The value of a person's.work 
cannot be .. measur.~d by points.'' 
involvement in the Xavier 
Community." 
These awards are given to · 
people who can accumulate · 
· enough points through the 
activities in which they partici-
pate. There. are two different 
· Keys, one is silver, and the other 
is gold. The silver is for students 
of freshman or sophomore status; 
' the gold for juniors and seniOrs. . 
Graduate students are not listed as 
eligible for e~ther. 
The nomination form for the 
award is accompanied by a sheet 
. offering examples of activities and 
thefr recommended point total. 
The listing includes a limited· 
sample of activities, there are far 
too many to even begin to name. 
Itis then up to the nominee to' 
determine the value of his or her 
activities if .they are not listed , · · . 
based on the recommended point 
values for similar activities. · 
The point breakdown is · 
rather interesting. There are four 
different point levels, all with 
representative activities, The first 
are the Key Leadership Positions. 
This includes SGA Executives, 
RAs, SAA President and · 
. Newswire Editor-In-Chief. The 
second tier is titled Advance 
Leadership Positioris. This 
includes SAC, Senate, Club 
Presidents, Manresa Core and 
SAA members. The next level is 
for Leadership Positions. In-
cluded in this classification are 
OAs, Commuter Assistants, 
Newswire section editors and 
cheerleaders .. The final group is 
for Involvement. This includes 
being a club member, ona 
· University Committee, a tour .. 
guide, intramural sports partici-
pant or conference delegate. . 
. · ·It is apparentthat some of 
these point recommendations do 
. not accurately representwhat the . 
activities entail. Besides, it is very .· 
subjective to have people 
determine the point values of 
their own activities. But that is 
'not even the point. 
How someone's value to· 
this university can be determined 
through a point system is beyond 
me. It is almost as if this 
encourages people to get 
involved in as many activities as 
·possible instead of becoming 
really involved in a few. 
· The value of a person's 
work cannot be measured by 
points. On a team, the leaders 
are not always the people who 
score the rriost points. Jim 
Kromer is praised by his 
basketball teammates and . 
coaches for his leadership, and 
he scored just two points this 
season. So how is it that 
achievement awards are given 
based on the quantity of involve-
ment instead of the quality? · 
Criticism is always more 
·. yvelcome when it is accompanied 
by an idea for a solution .. This is a 
complicated issue, but I think.it can 
be made _easier. · · 
When aper~on nominates 
someone else for an award,: have 
' 'the nominator dffer a brief explana-
tion of why the person is deserving 
ofrecognition. Then have the 
nominee submit an essay in which 
they explain how they think they 
make Xavier a better place. 
Yes, there will still be tough 
decisions that have to be made. 
Let's face it, there is no perfect 
solution. But maybe this will make 
the awards more inclusive. There 
are people who still add a lot to 
Xavier without being involved in a 
great variety of things. We should 
honor a quality contribution .to the 
school, not just the quantity of 
involvement: 
There are more than 48 
people who deserve to be honored 
for making Xavier a great place . 
Many people come here because 
they.like to be treated as a name, 
not a number. So let's not measure 
someone's value with numbers, but 
by that person's impact on others. 
These student leaders have 
far too many beans to count when 
they work through their tight 
budgets. Letis'not make ~hem have 
to figure their own merit and worth. 
·" ~.~t r 
Ruggers fall in semis 
Xavier's rugby team competed in the Ohio Rugby 
Classic in Columbus last weekend. XU competes annually in 
the college division of the tournament that decides the best 
rugby team in Ohio. 
The Musketeers entered this year's tournament having 
won the two previous Ohio Championships. This season, XU 
advanced to the semifinals, but were unable to reach the · 
championship game to defend the title. 
Xavier advanced tothe quarterfinals due to a.forfeit by 
Muskingum. In their first game, the Musketeers used fresh 
legs and strong intensity to blow past Oberlin, 21-5. 
XU started the game quickly, scoring on a slashing run 
by Tony Kosoglov; The Muskies posted another quick score 
to begin the second half when ::!d Palcisco assisted Connor 
Fitzpatrick. 
On Sunday, Xavier dropped its semifinal battle with 
Wittenberg. The Tigers scored early in the physical contest. 
Xavier's Tom Lally punched one in later in the half to knot the 
game at halftime. ·The Musketeers played well in the second 
half, but Wittenberg scored late to escape with the 15~5. 
The Musketeers will travel to Wittenberg next weekend 
· to seek revenge against the Tigers. 
Women sixth on links 
The women's golf team capped off their spring season 
with a sixth place finish in the Lady Colonel Classic hosted by 
Eastern Kentucky University. 
Melissa Kenny was the Musketeer's highest individual 
finisher, shooting 20 shots over par, good for 17th place. 
Sophomore Christy Fout scored 168 (24 over pai·) to end 
up in 22nd place. Senior Cara Henry shot 26 over par in her 
final tournament at Xavier. · 
. The hosts, the Lady Colonels, won the team competition 
with a score of 37 over par, five shots ahead of second place 
Illinois.._State. 
EKU also had the individual champ, Beverly Brockman, 
who shot one over par in two rounds. 
Relive hoops highlights 
The Musketeer Club is selling highlight videos of this 
past basketball.season to Xavier fans. The 26 minute video 
starts with clips from 1995-96 season, and then roils through 
the entire 1996-97 campaign. It features the greatest shots, 
best dunks and all the other memorable moments this season 
offered. The cost of the film is $20. To purchase the tape, 
send a note with your address and a check made out to Xavier 
University to: 
The Musketeer Club 
P.O. Box 9562 
Cincinnati, OH 45209 
The video should arrive in your mailbox within a week. 
Coming Up.3 
Wednesday, April 16 
Friday, April 18 
Saturday, April 19 
Sunday, April 20 
Monday, April 21 
Tuesday, April 22 
•Baseball vs. Butler at 3 p.m. 
•Women's Tennis vs. Wright State at 4 p.m. 
•Tennis at the A-10 Championship at Virginia Tech 
•Baseball at Duquesne at Noon* 
•Tennis at the A-10 Championship at Virginia Tech 
•Baseball at Duquesne at Noon 
•Tennis at the A-10 Championship at Virginia Tech 
•Tennis at the A-10 Championship at Virginia Tech 
•Baseball at Eastern Kentucky at 3 p.m. 
All home games are in bold 
*indicates a baseball doubleheader . 
Home baseball games are played at Hayden Field 
Home tennis matches are played at the Xavier Courts in the North Parking Lot 
XU first on diamond 
BY TOM DECORTE 
THE XAVIER NEWSWIRE 
. ..There were no TV cameras with Bob 
Costas calling the action, but as Bill Fish's 
ninth inning game-winning home run sailed 
over the Hayden Field fence, it wrapped up a 
weekend during which the Xavier baseball 
team played with postseason intensity. 
The Musketeers took two of three games 
from Virginia Tech this weekend, improving 
their record to 7-2 in Atlantic IO play. 
. Xavier is now in sole possession of first 
place in the A-I O's Western division .. LaSalle 
lost all three of its games to Duquesne to pave 
the way for XU' s rise. 
A division finish in the top two would 
earn the Muskies a return trip to the conference 
tournament in May. 
"I think it was the biggest weekend 
we've had in five years," said head coach John 
Morrey. "The wins were both nailbiters and in · 
draniatic fashion." · 
. The weekend's heroics were led by Fish, 
who hit his first three homers of the season in 
the series. His game winning blast came in 
Sunday's second game. - · .. BillFish crushed the H.okie's pitching last weekend, 
· The Hokies had pulled ahead 7-,6 in the top. hitting three homers and driving in six runs. XU took 
of the ninth on an RBI single. Sophomore Rodd . two of three games to move into first in the,, West division. 
Hampson tied the game, doubling in Mike Sak. 
'Fish then delivered the game winning runs, making it 
a 9-7 final. . · 
"I think that it's just been getting a chance to 
play that's helped me," said Fish. "For awhile I was 
down and out but things have turned around in the 
last three weeks." 
"I've always felt the guys on the bench could 
come in and do the job," junior tri-captain Jim pallio 
said. "This week, Bill got his chance and did great." 
Fish was filling in ~or regular left-fielder Matt 
Waston. Wa.tson, a freshinan, was suspended . 
through this weekend by Morrey for violating team 
rules. 
Patrick Gavin picked up the win in relief for · 
XU. Jason Du Vall, Hampson, Chris Kirkby and 
Zach Swisher all picked up two hits in the game. 
In the first game of the twinbill, the Musketeers 
used a four run third inning and a solid pitching effort 
by right-hander John Shish to ea:rn a 4-3 win. 
Shish only allowed three Hokie hits and struck 
out three in a complete game. The win upped his 
record to 5~5 on the season. 
Sophomore Mike Scuglik drove in two runs 
with a double in the four run third. Dallio and Fish 
also added RBI. 
At the beginning of the season, the pitching 
staff was supposed to be the weakness of the Muske-
teers. However, with a 5.41 ERA, the best in the 
Atlantic 10, Dallio feels those questions have been 
answered. 
Said Dallio, "For as small of a staff as we have, 
we're really tltrowing the ball well right now." 
"The best part of this weekend was that we did 
this against the defending West champions and we 
feel like if we continue on to the tournament, then 
last Sunday could have been a landmark day for our 
·program," said Morrey. . 
The Musketeers are definitely on a roll. They 
have won nine out of their last ten games and they are 
for 22-18 on the year after starting 2-9. 
"We're really starting to show our talent and 
we're coming together as a team," said Fish. 
Fish continued his current hot streak yesterday 
at Hayden. He homered again, his fourth ofthe year, . 
and picked up three more RBI in a 9-8 win over 
Northern. Kentucky. 
Other offensive stars were Hampson and David 
Steckel. Hampson went three for five with a double, 
triple ~nd four RBI. He isXavier's leader in'doubles 
this season (12) arid second in batting average (:350). 
Steckel slapped out three singles, scored twice 
and stole a base. 
The Muskies had a 7-2 lead in the fifth but five 
defensive errors helped the Norse come back. 
Patrick Gavin went the final inning and two-
thirds to pick up his second win. Freshman James 
Siefker started for XU. · 
This afternoon the first place Muskies take on 
Butler at 3 p.m. at Hayden Field. This weekend's A-
10 series is at Pittsburgh Saturday and Sunday. 
"We control our own destiny. If we win two of 
three every weekend, we're in (the conference 
tournament)," said Dallio. 
"This will be the third week in a row that we'll 
be playing for first place," Morrey said. "We just 
need .to take care of our games." 
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Golfers score pair of secorid place finishes 
BY PETE HOLTERMANN 
-THE XAVIER NEWSWIRE 
The Xavier Musketeer 
golfers lived up to the.preseason 
expectations with a second place 
finish in the Atlantic 10 Tourna-
ment this past weekend. As an 
encore, the Muskies placed second 
ii1 the Kroger Xavier Invitational 
on Monday. · 
The preseason coaches poll 
·picked XU to place second in the 
conference. The Muskies did that 
as they finished behind Virginia 
Tech in the tournament in 
Canonsburg, Pa. Tech registered 
a record by winning the tourna-
ment by 36 strokes. It was the 
second consec.utive title for the 
Hokies. 
Two Musketeers placed in 
the Top IO in the championship. 
Senior J.T. Croy and sophomore 
Steve Dixon led Xavier to the 
second place finish. 
Croy finished at 7-over-par 
and in sixth place for the three 
any Musketeer, and the fourth 
lowest round in the tournament. 
He was named to theAll-Confer-
ence Team for his efforts. 
Dixon was two strokes 
behind Croy, scoring a 225 for 
three rounds. His low score was a 
73, also in the first round. 
As a team, the Musketeers 
compiled a score of 911. The best 
round was the first when the team 
shot 293, the second-best team 
total in the tournament. 
On Monday, it was Dixon 
who again led Xavier to second 
place. The Muskies finshed 10 
strokes behind Georgetown on the· 
stren·gth of an eighth place finish 
by Dixon and. teammate Michael 
Ries. 
Both Dixon and Ries shot 
145 in the two-round tournament 
to placeintheTop 10. Ries had a 
career-low score of 71 in the 
· afternoon'round to earn the high 
finish. 
. . round tournament. . His first round 
score of71 was the lowest from 
The Muskies held off 
Morehead State for the second 
place finish. The Eagles finished 
. one stroke behind an XU with a 
·score of 584. 
Netters prep for A-10 
. . . 
Xavier's tennis team, led by senior Meghan Caton, will be competing in the Atlantic 
· IO Tournament this weekend at Virginia Tech. 
Bv PETE HoLTERMANN 
THE XAVIER NEWSWIRE 
The Musketeer women's tennis team 
earned an important win on Monday as they. 
prepared for this weekend's Atlantic 10 
Tournament at Virginia Tech. Xavier 
grounded the Dayton Flyers 8-1 at the 
Xavier Courts on Monday in the final A-10 
match of the season. · · · 
XU also registered a win at Akron 
Sunday, beating the Zips 6-3. With the· 
wins, the Muskies advanced their overall 
record to 12-9, and moved their A-10 
record to 4-3. 
Senior Meghan Caton remained solid, 
stretching her record in the No. 1 singles to 
15-10. She downed her Zip foe 6-3, 6;.2, 
and then finished off her Dayton opponent 
6-2, 6-0. 
Two freshmen also continued to look 
strong for Xavier. Julie Roth and Kristen 
Wolf swept their matches this weekend to 
improve their season records. Playing in· 
the No. 5 and No. 6 slots respectively, the. _ 
pair has combined for a record of 23-12. 
In doubles competition, Erin. 
Grambow and Denise Chokan picked up a 
pair of victories. They extended their . 
record to 5-3 on the season. 
The final regular season match of the 
year will be today against Wright State at 4 . 
p.m. on the Xavier Tennis Courts. 
The men will also be competing in 
this weekend's tournament, but have been 
slumping of late. The Muskies lost a tight 
match to Wright State last Thursday,_and 
were swept by Cincinnati on Monday. 
(Their match yesterday atindianapolis 
finished too late io be included in this. 
story.) 
· Despite a disappointing overall record 
of 6-14, the team is optimistic heading into 
the conference tournament with a5-3 A-10 
record. 
Senior Monish Patel has been playing 
strong for theMuskies. His 13-8 record in 
singles matches is the best on the team. 
Sixteen of his matches have come in the 
No. 6 slot. 
The men have completed their regular 
season action, and will be traveling to 
Virginia Tech for the Conference Tourna-
ment this weekend. 
I 
. . '. . . 
Xavier golfer Steve Dixon hopes to someday be a~ good as Tiger .. 
Woods. In the meantime, he and his teammates are content with a 
second place finish in the Atlantic 10 Tournament. 
,c •'I'., 
NEWLY REMODLED 
OFF-STREET PARKING 
· 5 MIN. WALK 
· 3, 4, AND 5 BEDROOM .. 
HOUSES AND APARTMENTS 
·························~····· 
: AVAILABLE FOR ! . 
: SECOND SEMESTER : 
: AND 1997 SCHOPLYEAR .: 
...................... ~ ... ~.~-· 
' ''GAL.I.£·. M1't<·E. •', 
. ' , . 
. '871.~2693.,;.'.,, ... ~. 
Makethi. 
University of Cincinnati Medi~al College also has winning te~~ iriJ3 
excellent graduate programs in the biomedicalsciences; inclucliilg .cell · · 
biology, developmental biology, genetic counseliilg, environmental health, 
neuroscience, molecular genetics, biochemistry, microbiology, physiology, 
pathobiology, molecular medicille, pharmacology and a MD/PhD program. · 
' ' 
• Up to $16,500/year stipend . 
• Paid Tuition, Fees & Health Insurance 
• 400 MS. and PhD Students 
•. Top 10%. Nationally in Size · 
• Over 75 Million Dollars for Research Projects 
• Over 200 Renowned Scientists · 
PLEASE Linda Moeller phone: 513.558.7343 . 
CONTACT: University of Cincinnati fax: 513.558.2850 · . 
College of Medicirte . email: linda.moeller@uc.edu 
.mer 
. I'. . . ;'·: ,,;1;\[~llll;I'~~". 
. /<.. . .. . Spe~;~J{Opp,prtuniti~.s· . 
.. ><).... ..... . .votl~·,:~·:;.:?r~~~·:(~f~~s , .·~· . 
<" •• 
,.::(·. "·. .. . .. . . 
,_ .·.· ·': j.f7:;>7·~its:t• ... L .. . .. _. ·'. "·' .. 
·May 19-August 22 University 
Oxford• Hamilton• Middletown 
1997 Summer. Class· Calendar 
Terml:· .May 19- June 27 · 
.Term 2: June·16 - .Ju_ly 18 
Term 3: ,June 30 - Aug. 8 . 
. ' 
. July 2'1- Aug. 22 Term 4(only atOxford): 
·. . . ' . 
DIVERSIONS briefs 
. Sweet scribes 
All poets, published or unpublished, are encouraged 
to submit ·thefr pOeins for a chance to win more than 
$48,000 ill cash and prizes. . . 
· ... The North American Open Amateur Poetry Contest 
is being held at ww~.poetry.com .. 
To enter, go to www.poetry.com, .or mail one . 
original poem, nomore than 20 lines, on any subject and 
in any style, to: 
' The· National Library of Poetry Plaza 
1 Poetry Plaza. 
Suite 19811 · 
Owirtgs Mills, MD 21117-6282. · 
The poet's rtame and street address must appear on 
all mailed submissions. 
Entries ~ust be postmarked or sent via the internet 
by April 30. Eritry is free. · 
. • · Every poem entered also has a chance to be 
· · publishedin a defrixe, hardbound anthology. · 
Founded in 1982to promote the work of contempo-
rary poets, The National Library of Poetry is the largest 
poetry organization iri the world. 
The ·week at Bogart's 
•THURSDAY: D.J. Shadow with Jeru the Damaja 
. . ' ' ·•' . ' . 
at 8p.m. · ..· .. 
Tkkets are $10in advance.arid $12 at the door. 
•FRIDAY:.·· Paula Cole with Holly Palmer and 
·Joseph Arthur at 8:~0 p,m. 
. . '. ·ticketsare $12.50 in advance and $14 at the door .. 
•SATuRDA)': •Soft Cactus with Stain and Gorge at 
8:30 l)'.nC . '' . .. , . . ·. . . _· . .·. .. ·. . , ... . . . . 
. . . Tickets are' $4 atthe door an Cl e:·arinof be purchased in 
advance> '· · · ···; · · · · · ·.· · ·· • · · · 
· · ·· ~TUE~DA Y: · Silverchair with L()c~l Hand Hand- · 
some at8 p.m. . . . 
Tickets are $16.50. 
••Doors open one· hour pri()r to times shown. 
• •••Ticketpricc;,s do' not include service charge; 
-~~•Tickets n:lay be purcha8ed at Bogart's on Short 
Vine Street, all Select-A-Seat outlets and by phone at 721-
1000.or 800-232-9900. 
... •. Crazy'Private Lives' 
.. The Cincinna~_Playhouse in the Park concludes its 
1996~97 with "Private Lives," a tale about Elyot and 
~anda, ll divorcedcouple who happen to honeymoon 
.· .with theifne..vspouses at the same French hotel, on the 
. s~e night, on adjoining terraces. . . ' .• ·. ' 
It's not the bestway to start a marriage, especially 
when Amanda and Elyot decide to run off to Paris: 
. ,, ·•· ·. The pfay is a dance of he loves me, she loves me not, 
and av~~bal joust o(wit and sophistication .. · '. ' i . . 
< · · ''.Private Lives·: opens April 17 and runs through . 
·May.i7, . . . ·.·• _-· . . . . . . . . .• . .· . 
· •· · .• "Fortickets;.call the Playhouse, box office at 421-3888 
orSel{it:.A-Seaf~t ?21.·JOOO. . . . . . . . . . . . 
·. Ll:iok for'~ review of "Private Lives" in next week's 
.ediiionofthe :Ne~swii:e. · · 
< .•· ••• .. i:,,..' . ., ' . ' . 
Mitsi.c .J1.eeds on the Web 
< ·1:' 
ThelJltimate Band List (http://ubl.com) is .an . 
. interactive launcbingpad,to all musical destinations on the. 
-Wodd Wide Web.·. . , 
. , Jt'.functionS:llS amusic specific search engine and on-
.line record store;:,. , · . . · · .. . . · 
· · . Tlt~.site also enables users to add their own links .to · 
all sections pfthb Li~t: . . .•·. . . . . : , · · 
. · ...... · The UBL serves as an on-line index to all web sites · 
· ·· relating t~ b~ds: i:ecordlabels, con~erts, radio.stations, . · · 
co~tests, e~ines,. chats and live, ,broadcasts:, .· 
'Blank' hits 01ark 
Bv MATT ToTH 
THE XAVIER NEWSWIRE 
. . At tirs.t glance i~ may look 
.. like "Grosse Pointe Blank" tries to 
tackle too mllllY ideas. But that is 
what makes it one spectacular 
. . pi~e of entertainment. 
·John Cusack plays Martin 
Q. Blank, a hired hitman who has 
established a very successful 
business. · · 
Martin begins to realize that 
somedµrigs are missing in his life; 
things Iik~ truth and meaning. 
After taking sound advice from 
his nervous psychiatrist, Martin 
decides to return home to Grosse . 
Point; Mich., f~r.his 10,-year high 
school reunion; ··. 
·.. . . There he plans to reunite 
.: with his long ~ost iove, Debi 
· . (MinnieDriyer), and complete 
•· one Iast."hit." . · 
· Probte1Tls arise when his 
. pastand present catch upwith him · 
and his arch rival, Grover (Dan 
. Akroyd) tries to wipe, Itjm out. 
· John Cusack stars as Martin in· "Grosse Pointe Blank." 
What sounds like a very 
heayy and dramatic story turns out 
to betotruiy the opposite. Instead, 
"GrbssePointe Blank'' is a very ··. · · 
witty, fresh ·arid original piece,' of 
moviemaking.. •, .••.· .. 
It's packed full of hilarious . 
oneliners, subtle plot twists, 
suspenseful action sequences; and 
overall, a very fun and intriguing 
story. 
Even though the main· . 
character is a professi()nal killer, 
it's easy to sympathize with him. 
Live" member . 
. AJ.an Arkin adds as a 
psyched-out shrink who seems to 
have an ulcer eve,ry time Cusack 
mentions the word."kill." 
"Gro~se Point Blank" is a 
light-hearte~tlook at a 111an .',Vith 
an identicy crisis; a man looking 
for a second chance at life. 
What ~e audience gets is a film that ~afa;Jittle bit <if everY::-
.· thing. "Grossi'. Point",~efirutely 
doesn;t fire any blanks.'. . ·. 
. ' '.i·· .. ·' .. 
TOback's · swee,t •'Flux 'FhiRg' 
. . ' . . . . . . . . . ' 
BY MARY McSwIGGIN 
THE XAVIER NEWSWIRE 
• •On his debut"Perfect Flux · 
Thing,". Jeremy'Toback niakes·a .·.· 
· great attempt at fascinating aitd 
rivetinglyrics,.andhe succeeds • 
. . The multi-fostrinrientatist 
has an aggressive edge, but his 
. songs are emotional and poetic, · 
overflowing witil meaning . 
. · "As a songwriter, I want to 
be bold and vulnerable at the same 
time," Toback safrt "It's a 
.. romantic appt~ach to ~reativity, 
'romantic· as in visionary, rather · 
. than love." 
Toback' s philosophy of . 
music writing shines through in 
the acoustic soul ofthe song 
"Blood White Gold,"and the 
aggressive and cutting-edge· 
"Unbecome.'' 
Considered left of center 
with his music, Toback grasped 
pop culture and turned-it into 
something complete~y his own . 
He addresses spirituality, ·. 
character, social issues and 
politics with a knack. for meta-
phorical abstraction, · 
.Toback.is.a Princeton-
' educated artist who went ~ough 
a phase as ajazz bll$S ,player, 
:allowing him to.explore his · 
musical abilities~ The art.of the 
jazz song led him tothe Los 
Angeles coffeehouse circuit. He 
met Pearl Jam's Stone Gossard 
and together they collaborated on 
a project called Brad. 
The record did. not sell as 
well as expected, but.Toback was 
greatly influenced. He began · 
allowing pop music into his 
musical ideology and pondered 
what he truly wanted to do with 
his music. In 1996, Toback 
figured out his intention and 
signed to a major label. The 
releases, from an EP, created 
enough buzz to get Toback a full-
length album. . 
In addition to.the well-done 
singles "Blood White Gold" and 
"Unbecome,'' the other songs on 
"PerfectFiuX:Thing" also feature 
Toback's touch·of originality. 
From the loose beat of "California 
Phase," to.the mellow attitude of 
"Clockwise,''. Toback has created 
a thought,provoking piece of 
musical art· that is well worth 
listening to. . 
This albumis the perfect 
introduction to the talented and . 
skilled perfonner: He has a good 
balance ofplill and challenge 
which are tied together with a 
thread of mood: 
"lhope the record is sweet 
enough to attract people and dense 
enough to keep them interested," 
Toback said of his. debut. 
"PerfectFlux Thing" 
accomplishes this goal. 
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Keen's pseudo-country 'Picnic' 
BY STEVE SMITH 
THE XAVIBR NEWSWIRE 
. , . Telling tales that unearth the 
dark truth about life's lesser times~ 
. Robert Earl Keen boldly makes 
his debut with "Picnic," on Arista 
Austin, with an eye-opening 
collection of parables. 
Don't feel bad if you've 
never heard of Robert Earl Keen. 
Unless you live in Texas or are up 
to d_ate on the Texas music scene, 
Keen's name is insignificanno·the 
music artifacts of an Ohio soul. 
After releasing six indepen-
dent albums Keen's major~label 
opportunity has finally arrived, 
but the road has been nowhere 
near easy. Keen watched as 
friends Nanci Griffith and Lyle 
Lqvett won record deals in · 
Nashville while he was.left behind 
to search for his niche in the 
industry. Lyrically and musically, 
Keen was· too "smart" for the 
country scene and too "dark" for 
the folk world, but both influences 
are prominent in what he calls a 
"real, stripped-down, rock and roll 
record." 
Rock and roll is what you'll 
get from Keen on "Picnic," but 
it's a different brandof rock and 
roll, a brand in which Keen sets 
the standard: 
Starting outas_ a simple 
singer/songwriter playing the local 
scene, audiences' began to flock to 
Keen's concerts, and members of 
the recording industry soon 
followed. The CowboyJunkies 
Robert Earl Keen relaxes when he thinks about his debut effort: 
were the first of many to recog-
nize Keen'.s potential. As their 
admiration forhimgrew, Marg~· 
Timmins of the, Junkies found 
Keen in Bandera, Texas and 
introduced him to their producer, 
John Keane (also known for his 
work with REM, Widespread .. · help, Keen'.was gi.ven the opportu-
Panic and the Indigo Girls). nity to finatly create his dream 
Timmins also joins Keen on four record. Eac:htrack of the new 
of the album's tracks and provide~ • • album is filled with the honesty 
the duet vocals on "Then Came Lo and energy that Keen and his 
Mein." 
With Keane's production_ 
audience have continually thrived 
on. Whether it be the rough 
hardness of"Undone" or the 
tender vocals of "I Wonder Where 
My Baby Is Tonight," "Picnic" 
delivers the comfort of an album 
that satisfies.from beginning to 
end. · 
Some Inay find the depth of 
Keen's lyrics and his closeness to 
his characters a bit eerie, but for 
Keen, it's just a reflection of his. 
curiosity and honesty with 
himself.· 
"Yeah, sometimes my songs 
are a little scar}r," Keen said. "But 
they're cathartic for me because 
I'm kinda twisted anyway." 
On an album that provides 
both consistency and variety, 
"Shades of Gray" steps out of the 
line as thecatch song of the 
album. It is the strong-flowing 
story of "Shades of Gray" that 
begs for attention and .captures the 
mind. The tale of three buddies 
on a crazed adventure that takes a 
tum for the worst draws listeners 
in, while Keen's musical talents 
maintain the purity of the song 
and make it a must listen. 
· n is dedication and his 
admitted ''dysfunctional hero" 
approach to his work that make 
Keen's debut a success. Taking. 
his guitar playing talents a step 
further by learning new chords 
and putting all ofhimself.into his 
work, Keen demonstrates exactly 
what he is all about. "I don't 
always have the nicest thoughts in 
the world," Keen said. "And I'm 
drawn to some dark behavior, but 
more in a fictional way." 
"Picnic" is available 
April 29. 
dog.'s unwelcome 'retreat' 'eventide' glances 
, 
BY LAUREN MOSKO 
THE. XAVIER NEWSWIRE 
The first thing I thought of 
when that dog.'s "retreat from the 
sun" began spinning in my 
discman was, "Wow, this band 
could cover the Breeders so easily. 
Who does this girl think she is ... 
Kim Deal?" 
Although the vocals and 
overall arrangement are nowhere 
near that of the infamous· Deal 
sisters, the lyrics of that dog. are a 
little more concrete. I have yet to 
decide whether or'not that's a 
good thing. ' 
By the end of the album, 
however,_ I concluded that this 
band reminded me a lot ofVeruca 
Salt. That may have something to 
do with the fact that they are both 
co-produced by Brad Wood. 
Don' tget me wrong, the 
band boasts an excellent instru~ 
mental sound and great harmony 
on the vocal tip, but the music is 
not fresh enough to differentiate 
itself from other bands following 
this same theme. 
I fear that that dog. will be 
sucked into the vacuum of the 
faceless girl-band college scene. 
Every song on "retreat" 
· deals with an aspect of relation-
BY LAUREN MOSKO 
THE XAVIBR NEWSWIRE 
Once upon a time, three 
friends, Jennifer, Eric and 
Dwayne, got together and 
· · ·recorded a demo to help sell 
{ Dwayne's song lyrics to a 
f :publishingcompany. 
! ... Then they landed a gig at 
l: .Borders & Music. in Marlton, 
·f: :N.J. Soon kings and queens 
! and noble folk came from all 
f ' across th~ land to hear them j • · .. ' 
The members of that dog., from left:, Rachel Haden, Tony Maxwell, '< ·jam at the .book.store. The friends were amazed· 
': ':). 
. Anna Waronker and Petra Haden. 
. . :., ;because they never intended .to 
exposes the feminine side of th~ ,' ~9- ···.form a baiid, but their music 
fovely ladies of the band, Anna'<{' .brought th~m faine, even in the 
Waronker and Rachel and Petra .·~'C magical music land of Phila-
ship or courtship, dooming the 
band to the nasty "chick music" 
label. 
_This disk is highlighted by 
the edgy guitar and commanding 
drums on "gagged, and tied,""long 
island" and '-'annie." . 
"Gagged and tied". has 
tremendous radio-pop appeal. I 
can easily see it making the 
rotation on 107 .1. 
"Until the day I die" and the 
title trackcontrast the aforemen-
tioned songs, though they're good 
in their own right. 
. The backing of a piano 
Haden. ·· , .;":\: _pelphfa. ._ ... ·.. .· . .. 
·''Every time I try" and :'.':~·. . Grey Eye Glances was 
"hawthome" use three-part · . <f?.: born bringing an tinderground 
harmonic voice as the dominant:«:,: :,folkirock sound that is inde- · 
instrument, which showcases the<}: .~pendent ofthe "sen~out or .· 
group's vocal talent '(_fade-out" radio scene. 
The use ofinstruments such'.;:,,' The clear, beautiful 
as the violin and cello on some· . :: ''vocals ofJennifer Nobel (at 
tracks save that dog. from total . • first~ she reminded me a little 
confonnity: · •of Sarah McLachlan) comple-
U nfortunately; I just don't · .... · inent tht'dnstrumentaraccom-
think this band has what it takes fo': · plishmentS of Dwayne Keith 
stand out from the crowd. ·· · · · · (piano, vbcal) and Eric O'Dell 
(bass, vocals). 
This highly emotional 
sound generates positive, feel-
good energy.and.smile-to-
yourself understanding. 
Keith's words are poetry 
put into everything from 
violins and cellos to piano to 
electric guitar, with the end 
result being the measuring 
stick foi: progressive rock. 
Their album, "eventide," 
is highlighted by tracks such 
as "Hard," which is recogniz-
ablefor its vicilin/cello/drum 
combo acconipariiment and its 
truly· timeless lyrics and · 
· "Halfway Back" 
contains a great beat that could 
cause it to become the first 
progressive rock anthem. 
"Snow," Nobel's ballad 
of l9st love that could melt any 
frozen heart; is·anothetone of 
the better tracks on "eventide." 
. "Days to Dti~t" and the 
title track are hauntingly 
catchy, pr(}v~rig the instrumen-
tal talent of Keith and O'Dell. 
Although the trio shuns 
the rock bar sound and the rest 
of the commercial music 
scene, the tracks on "eventide" 
have sinash~hit potential. · 
ill ill .... - ............. 111.!Jllill .......... ···'! --~ .• ~~~.,In~ ·· · •Tonight's· International · "·· •TheXav1erinternationalFes-Wb.U. . · .'J ~. :V. Movieis "TheLastEmperor." The tiyal willhave:anlnternational Fair 
. ·.· .· . · · .. ·. · · . ;J' story of the sole boy rnlerof China, ontheac~de1TI1c mall from 4-7 p.m. 
' Apnl 16. . his isolated life, his claim to power Incaseofrain, thefairwillperservere 
· QWelcome to the Calendar and his fall from grace, This is an in the University Downunder. Cul~ 
Madness!!! There ·are· only •three spectacular film which stimulates tures and food from all. over the 
sojourns through our beloved Cal- the senses with. incredible visual world will be represented, so stay 
endar City left, including tlii.s tickler scenery and a tragic story. regular and eat a variety of different 
· ofhip-happeningsandroller-coast~r -or- Mun-Chie~. . .· . . . 
events. So, get in and enjoy your •The. 61stAnnual M1htary 
tuition dollars at work. •Those lovely people at SAC Ball willbe at the restaurant known 
•For the past 60 Calendar Git- are having a Thursday Night Line- as Receptions. This black tie affair 
· Up Patty from 8-11 p.m. in the Uni- · · d · 6 ies we've gone through, the journey . is $25 per person an beg!ns at .· 
always begins with atease of brew- vei:sity Downunder! . Free drinks p.m. RSVP wlth Captai11 Robert 
and Mun-Chies will be available. · ing aroma, some polite conversa~ Foy at745-1064: Congratulations 
tion and a cup of java. The Interna- ·fr-I• d. ·a· ·Y ·to all the ROTC students who work, 
tional Coffee Hour will be happen- play hard and stay regular. 
ing in the Registrar's Office, Alter · April 18 · •A stildent recital of music 
Hall from 3:30-4:30 p.m~. •Yorn Hashoah is the day of minors. will be held in the Cash 
. •The boys of Xavier.baseball remembrance for the victims of the Room, Logan Hall at 7 p.m. This 
will take on those strapping bucks · Nazi Holoeaust. This Jewish holi- perfonnarice is free and open to alL 
from Butler at 3 p.m. Get your dayisbeingobservedtoday. Please,, • · t . · ·d · -_ 
monk. ey gut to H. ayden F. ie. 
1
ld and check your local paper for nearby sa ur .·. ay ...
support your baseballs boys. . . temples. · . · · . <A·'. '1 .1·9 .. · · 
•Woman~stennisserve&slam · · · ·.· ·. pn . . . ·. · . 
•EtaSigmaPhiZetaChiChap-. 
'' As/es .. to osles, We 
oil foll down ~ 
.Af/es to :Os/es, We off 
foll J0w11 - •• 
. •WNKU.89.7FMhasanhour 
of the Grateful Dead Live! This. 
fancy hour of roses, dancing bears 
and· nakedness features the best of 
the one band to keep tie dyes and 
skulls in style. Show runs from 8-9 
pmSunday 
April 20 
•The last of Father Heim's 
music series ends with classical gui-
taristDouglas Niedt. This artist will 
be performing in the University 
Theatre at 2:30 p.m. Onpe again, 
admissl.on is free, duh. 
•Rabbit Ears radio.will be on 
91.7 FM WVXUat 6 p.m. Once 
upon a time, why don't you listen 
and find out what film star will be 
narrating another tale of children's 
folklore. 
•Stay regular with the si;>oth-
ing sounds of America's original 
musical culture. The Jazz "last one 
of the year" Ensemble Concert will . 
be held in the University Theatre at 
.8 p.m. Admission is free, duh. All 
monkeys, regular·or irregular, are 
.welcome! · 
}DJ011day 
tuesdaY 
April 22· 
•Damon Jones turns 
doubl~~duce; (22) oh this 
blessed day! The man is old! 
The man is graduating! The 
man is leaving for bigger and 
brighter things! · The· cainpus 
he · leaves behind is a little 
darker. He's going to the a 
better place known as Blue 
Ash. The C-Man would like 
to thank Mr. Jones for being a · 
trustworthy politician, a sup- , 
portive friend and for staying 
regular! The C-Man would 
also like Mr. Jones to call the 
C-House sometime so we can 
get together for some cookies 
and milk. Good journey from 
C-City! 
..:.....~~~=--==---=~== 
irregular Wright State at 4 p.m. · ter of Xavier University will have· . · .. ·· .. · . , .~AJl day long,the honorable/ 
Bring your Metamucil, bulk up on its 1997 Induction Ceremony ·.in th~. ac~demic, theJeaders, the very 
your fiber and come to the Xavier Kelley Auditorium at 5 p.m~ ·.Most .heiut.of Xavier University will· be ·. 
courts in the North Parking Lot. ReverendDanielE.Pilarczyk;Arch~ celebrated for Honor'sDay. Con-.. ·. ...~e.ffl . . · ...·.me. w. "11. 1· 
You know, the lot yoil can ;t. find a . b. i'shop of C1'nc1'nnat1' w1'll p· res·ent .a•·.· . .. ·1· .t.. .. . t. . 11 .. th t d nts . 
gratu a 10.ns O a ·• e S U e .... -.·_. ··~  ~.L- . ••-.tJt.r1fl. f"" decent spot in to save your irregu- speech 'titled, ",Trials & Transla~ working hardto keep our beloved lAOl'I t urce rwiiu... "1 
. · April21 
Jar. life. tions." No regular jokes here. Xavier regular. 
•The Xavier International Fes-
tival •91 is in full swing,Jf you 
hav~n; t ~oticed. · Toni'i~i{c s i~t~rna~ 
tional Movie is ''In the.Name of 
the Fa th er." . This flick appeals to 
all the monkey masses because of 
its story of family loyalty and 
strength, or because it's got Daniel 
Day-Lewis' butt in it. 
•The sexist event of the 
week is occuring at Tavern Inn the 
Wood on Calhoun St. Twelve oz. 
drafts will be available for the price 
of a pen.ny ! ! ! The catch: this liquid 
pleasure is only available to fe-
males!!! What sexism!!! . That 
FREE T-SHIRT . 
+ $1000 
Credit card fundraisers 
for fraternities, sororities & groups. 
Ari'y campus organization can raise 
up to $1000 by earning a whopping 
$5.00/VISA application. · 
Call 1-800-932-0528 ext.65 
. Qualified callers receive 
. 'FREE T-SHIRT 
Your group, club, Frat. 
Sor. can raise up ~o 
$200 ... $500 ... $1000 ill· one 
week. Minimal hrs. I effort 
required. . Call 800-925-· . 
5548, Access Code 22. 
Participants FREE Sport 
Camera just for calling.· 
MODELS NEEDED 
. Looking f~r photogenic 
females and males up to 
· $55/hr. · 
Models needed for 
print, commercial, and 
·.·catalog work. Experience 
. preferred but not necessary. 
614-436-9006 
Damon Jones is cool! 
. . . 
THERAPEUTIC 
DAYCAMP· LEADERS 
The ·Cincinnati Recreation 
Commission is looking for 
caring, dependable individuals 
· to work summer daycamp 
programs for children a~d 
teens with disabilities. The 
, camps• are held Monday 
through Friday, from 9:30 am 
· means the. only, reason men would 
go to this bar would be to observe a 
horde of females gathered in· one 
place, drinking cheap beer and get-
ting less preferential in the men they 
BIKE FOR SALE 
APT. FOR RENT to 3:30pm, June 9th through 
August 15th. . Various loca-
3 Bedroom apt., very close .. tions, $5.50/6.50 per hour. 
talk to. . ; thllrsda · ...... 
. J\Pri1 l( .. ~· 
•TheC-Man advises plenty of 
fluids to keep yourself regular •. The 
English Club will be providing a 
phlethora of fluids which will be 
warm to boot. The Spring English 
Tea Party will ·be held in the 
McDonald Library Courtyard from 
4:30-6 p.m. Please come to con-
verse, have a scone and drink some 
tea. Afterwards we· will dress like 
Native Americans and dump the left 
over tea in the Ohio River. 
•The Xavier Intramural men's 
and women's basketball teams.will 
battling it out in . their respective .• 
sexes for the 1997 XUIM Basket-
baHChampion title. You don;tneed • · 
a scholarship to particpate orwatch, . 
so get to the O'Connor Sports Cen~ 
ter gym from 5:30 p.m.-8 p.m. Tip 
offat6:05 p.m. ' · · 
SUMMER POSITION 
ANDERSON TOWNS~IP 
Coll~ge student n~~ded to 
watch children 12, 10 .and 8: .. 
Day hours, Monday - Thurs:. ·. 
day; Non-smoker; own car; . 
Ross Mt. Mckinley 
Mountain Bike usedl9 
inch $275. 
to Oakley Square, private porch, Call 352-4014 for application. 
large rooms, central air, dish-
. Call 791-0.309 evenings. 
BARLEY(;ORN'S 
YACHT CLUB 
washer, $750 mouth.+ deposit. 
All utilities included in rent. Call 
6~1-5007 
good apply! 
call· 231-4595 Hiring for all positions: host 
I hostess, kitchen, and servers 
for full I· part time and day I · night 
positions. Great place to work 
with advancement opportunities. 
HELP WANTED Apply .in person at 201 Riverboat 
SUMMER JOBS 
· Nanny needed for 2 girls close 
to campus. Long term live-in . 
possible. Call 861-7333· leave 
message 
Busy Hyde Park Salon . , Row Newport,· KY. . 
seeking individuals for chal- ' 
lenging frontdesk position. 
Candidate niust possess good HELP WANTED 
communication skills, he neat Kind, sensible, reliable 
in appearance ·and detail person to babysit in my Hyde Park 
oriented. College experience home 15-20 daytime hours a week, 
re;quired, will train. Apply in Must have transportation. 
person at Phyllis. at the Excellent pay for right· 
M~dis~n, 2324 Madison Road. person. Call 321~1745 
FOR RENT 
Nr. campus. - 4 large 
hdrms, air, washer/dryer, 
private patio, upper two 
floors of house; $215 pp/now 
renting Smr or Fall; call 351-
2953 or 556-1098 to see. 
APT. FOR RENT 
3 bdrm. apt .. available for . 
the '97.-'98 school year. 
Located. on 1610 Jonathan, 
close to campus,. p8l'king 
facilities, porches off rooms. 
All utilities furnished, $900/ .. 
Call 221-6140 
HELP WANTED 
Looking for serious 
person who would like to lose 
weight, make money Cir just 
plain fe~Fbetter. Ideal 
opportunity for business 
major who would like to learn 
network marketing from the 
ground up. . 812-438-2260 
For Details 
. SUMMERJOBS 
$37S.per week; 2 full 
.time ~timmer positions open 
to deliver Mike-Sell's snack 
products lo• area grocery 
stores. Candidates must have 
neat appearance, good 
driving record, and be 
available Junel-August31. 
To make interview appoint-
ment call Mike-Sell's Potato 
Chip Co. at 874-1287Ask for 
Mike or.Steve .. · 
. ~ ' ' ~ 
Roberts 
to sp~ak 
I just find it so incredibly . 
touching that these families, many 
of whom have sacrificed tremen-
dously to have their kids gef this 
education. To be there seeing their 
kids launched and sort of knowing 
that the families did what they 
could do and now it's up to the 
kids. It's really a goosebump 
provoking moment," Roberts said. 
Roberts graduated from 
Wellesley College in 1964 and 
holds honorary degrees from 11 . 
different colleges and universities. 
Commencement at 
Riverfront Coliseum will begin at 
8:45 a.m. on May 17 and Xavier 
officials estimate Robert's address 
will begin around 10 a.m. 
Top Jobs 
Now! 
Guaranteed!!!·. 
We'll show you where 
the top jobs are now 
and how to get them! 
Call 1-800-737-7868 
! •-T . 
. XU STUDENTS: 
SUMMERHOUSE AVAii.ABLE! 
$215/mo.• 
PEACE CORPS 
NEEDS YOUR SKILLS 
We are recruiting students who will 
graduate in 1997 and 1998 for volunteer ·'· .. 
positions in Education, Environment, 
Agriculture, Business, Health, 
Youth Development, and other areas. 
Call today to discuss your 
~ qualifications. 
~ FORMORE . 
INFORMATION CALL· 
1-800-424-8580 
Visit Peace Corps WEB site: 
http/www.peace corps.gov 
Online application available at: 
. http://www.peace corps.gov/www/vrs/kita.ht!fll .. ~~ 
Thurtday, April 11, 1'~1 • .1:00 a,M. - f:OO p.M. & Z:30 p.M. - 6:30 p.M. 
Har Bank Operations Center • 4850 ~Mith Road • Norwood, Ohio 
·sroP BY AND MEET A STAR BAN'K RECRUITER 
* Incredible incentive opportunities 
* You will earn at least 45% more than minimum wage for working 2nd. 3rd or 
weekend only shift 
* Paid vacation and holidays 
'\. * Part-time schedules (16 to 30 hours weekly) 
* ·Career advancement opportunities 
Available Poritionr include: 
• Proof Encoderc • lockbox Cler kt • Adjurttitent Clerks 
• Accounting (lerkr • Tranradion f ervicer Manager 
If you're unable to attend 
but are interested in learn· 
ing abour the positions 
available, send yout ·resume 
to Star Bank Human 
Resources, 425 Walnut 
Street, M.L. 2020 ~ MEG, 
Cincinnati, Ohio 45202. 
. ~STAR BANK .. ~~ 
· ~ Bank Without Bounda.ries a*~} ~ ~C'~"' 
. 20°k· MARCH DISCOUNT 
. FOR ALL XAVIER UNIVERSITY STUDENTSll 
. We guaraRee you at :least 7 possltue 
Scholarships, Grants, Fellowships, ·Loans 
from our HUGE databasel 
FAST SERVICE/. 
For free Information and 20% diacol.l1t. dip and 
send this ad With your name and address to: 
·Tuition Assistance Program· 
9783 Bunkerhill Lane 
Montgomery, OH 45242 
Xavier 
Studentsl 
Th~ one you know W>U can "'-· 
' • Winton Rd. l;xit gg off 1275 (rorert r111t M11ll) 671-44gg 
Evety Thutaday & gunday 
Hf & Ovet Weleorne! 
Th.ut1d11y1: 
·~-20 ••• 
Woman t4..00 
~und11y: 
ti'-20 ••• 
Woman U.00 
Man t4.00 with college f.D. 
t&.00 Without college l.D. 
Ma~ tS.OOwn11e11111a1.o. 
tS.00 No collage 1.D • 
2t & Ovet ••• 
Woman S:REE 
Man t4.00 
2t& Ovu ••• 
Woman S:REE. 
Man t2.00 
~ i 
--------Present 
This Coupon 
at the 
Door and 
receive ... 
XU :--BOURBON Sb-
$1.oo oFF c.o\tt:a Foa la • oYE:a 
OM THuatDA~ & IUMDA~ 
HlilhlY tnilnad, 
Ul*t ......... who 
llnowhtaels 
....... mdaut. 
the leader .1n test prep and 
............. counsellng' 
